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Instructions to complete the EVC Course Level SLO Assessment Matrix 
Course: 
Each course offered should have one of these forms completed. If there are multiple sections of the same course, please collaborate with colleagues to identify the same assessment tool and complete one form for the course (representing all of the sections). For example, if 5 sections are offered of ACCTG 020, identify an assessment tool to utilize in all sections or sub-set of sections and complete one form summarizing the results. 
Student Learning Outcomes: 
Please type all the student learning outcomes that are on the ACCC Course Outline. If there are greater than 5 outcomes, fill out additional pages as needed. Not all the SLOs have to be assessed at one time; however, they need to be placed on an assessment timeline so that they will be assessed at least within a 6-year cycle for academic courses and 2-years for Career Technical Education Courses (based on program review requirements). If you currently have an assessment tool that measures all SLOs, it may also be utilized. 
Assessment Tool: 
Please list the assessment tool that will be used to measure a specific SLO or multiple SLOs. Be as specific as possible, i.e. Laboratory assignment vs. assignment. When possible, please attach a sample of the assignment or grading rubric. This should be a blank sample, not including any student information. 
It is necessary to only identify the assessment tool for the SLO that is currently being assessed. However, if other assessments are already identified and will be used to measure an SLO at an alternate time, it may also be listed. 
Evaluation Timeline: 
Please indicate when the SLO will be assessed. This indication needs to be noted for the current SLO(s) being assessed as well as when the remaining SLOs will be assessed. At a minimum, all SLOs need to be assessed within a 6-year cycle for academic courses and a 2-year cycle for Career Technical Education courses (based on program review requirements). 
Assessment Results: 
Please summarize the data they has been collected, including how the data was collected and the number or students reviewed. If the course has many sections, it may be determined to randomly select student work to review. Indicate themes noted in success of the SLO and identify any areas to improve learning. 
Analysis/Action Plan and Timeline: 
As a result of the data analysis, indicate changes to be made to instruction and/or the SLO. Identify when the changes will be made. 
Upon completion of the Course SLO Assessment Matrix, use the email link at the bottom of the document to send a copy to the SLO Coordinator. In the email, please `cc your division dean, any other faculty teaching the course and yourself. You can also print and save the document for your records.
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Course Level SLO and Assessment Matrix
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) 
As listed on EVC ACCC Course Outline 
"On completion of this course, the student will…"          
Assessment Tool 
List the tools to assess each SLO (such as rubrics, projects, assignment, survey, etc.)          
Evaluation 
Timeline 
When will the SLO be assessed?          
Assessment Results 
Summarize collected data including how data were collected and number of students.          
Analysis/Action Plan and Timeline 
What, if any, changes will be made  to instruction, or the SLO and when?
  * Modified from Bakersfield College;  Approved by SLO Sub-committee 3/9/12
SLO #1
create maps in class.  use maps from class asigned Atlas to locate landforms using logitudinal and latitudinal coordinates
first six weeks of class fall 2012
map quiz, campus map exercise and biosphere field work.fall: 2014 add in time zone calculation exercise to this unit to give hands-on laboratory  reality to longitudinal components of SLO number one.
fall 2012: all students made their maps and placed geographical features as required.  Consider having students make their maps the 1:32 in the atlas to 1: 16. No other changes or interventions required.Spring 2013: all students made their maps and placed geographical features as required.  This appears to be a consistently positive activity.  Changing the scale proved difficult for some students.   Intervention: more exercises in scale modification with hypothetical land masses and grids. Fall 2014: The hypothetical shape exercises worked for map scale practice, and quality of maps improved.  Need to work more with atlas and time zone maps to achieve achieve sense of longitude.  Shortened the length of this component by one week.
SLO #2
read chapters one to three in text.  Answer review questions at the end of each chapter.  Discuss these materials in class.
week two to four of class fall 2012
first mid term.  All participating students passed this test at seventy-five percent level or better.Fall 2015: first mid term: All participating students passed this test at eight percent or better.
fall 2013: All participating students passed this test at sixty-five percent level or better.  consider more intense work on the term definitions utilized in this unit to raise retention and test scores.  students seem to have most difficulty with concept of chaos as the the consistent order of geography.  Create lessons that exemplify this reality.fall 2014: All participating students passed this test at seventy-five percent level or better.  Definition exercises seemed to have helped.  No further changes or interventions necessary at this time.Fall 2015: Minimized use of class text for this unit in that students often do not have text during this part of the semester.  Reverted instead to materials available on Youtube and other free on line sites.  The up-tick in first mid-term test scores demonstrated positive result for using this strategy.  Plan to increase use of on line videos for this SLO. 
SLO #3
create a map showing north west east and south directions from seat in the classroom to your bedroom in your residence.  Exchange these direction with a peer in class and the peer is to create a map using these directions.
second week of class fall 2012
peers evaluate the usefulness of maps and directions.
fall 2012: participating students said that correcting the errors in their peer's maps helped them to discover errors in their own work.  This exercise should be extended to cover analysis of technical compass based directions.Spring 2013: written directions using compass based directions and coordinates proved difficult for some students.  Need to figure out way of giving students a sense of direction.Fall 2014: used small campus walking event to demonstrate how lamp posts and your own shadow can be used to establish direction without use of GPS apps on their phones.  Written directions improved dramatically. Fall 2015: Added use of new campus maps to further illustrate the purpose and proper use ofmaps.  Had students use this map to write direction, using North, West, East, South notations, to reinforce map making and spatial orientation skills.
SLO #4
off campus Coastal field project, Tectonic field project, Erosion field project. Biosphere 
week five, week nine, week eleven and, week fourteen fall 2014.
student creates a map and photo album for each field project.  the student has to  be in the picture of the landform being identified in the album.
Fall 2012: campus based biosphere field trip worked well for almost all students.  Need to bring sample photo albums to class to assist students with format of result reporting. The tectonic field project went well.  Tectonic field project needs further work in rock identification.  Need to take walking field trip to Yerba Buena Creek for erosion project.Spring 2013: Sample photo albums up graded students' concept of the the final project report.  Coastal field project required a trip to the coast by students.  Next time class is taught this particular exercise needs to be organized as a small group project to minimize student costs and resource usage.  Intervention might also make this activity optional or only require three of the four field projects.  Developed box of rock samples to help with tectonic identification.  However, this rock lesson still needs more work and I have found a text with photos that match the rock samples.    Fall: 2013 Still need to figure out how to get students to work together on coastal marine field project.  New textbook with extended graphics helped test scores, but students seem to have trouble matching two dimensional photos to three dimensional objects/artifacts.  Need to plan peer group exercises that alleviate this reality.  Walking field trip to Yerba Buena Creek seems to solve problems with the erosion project.Spring 2014:  made Coastal marine project optional and still ten students did the project. Peer group work seems to have improved scores of tectonic project field work.  
SLO #5
the student will do written exercises that define and describe each element of the following geographical relationships: The Earth Sun relationship, Our modern atmosphere, Atmospheric balances, Global temperatures, Oceans of air and water.
weeks three to six fall 2012
first mid-term and written exercises.
Fall 2012: Student average for this test was 65%.  Only three students earned a "B" or "A" on this test.  Need to explore some other method of evaluating this SLO.Spring 2013: Tried a take home exercise (pretest) and in class test review to improve individual test scores.  While some students did better, class average only rose five percent. Intervention is to create a lesson on how to read a geography textbook.Spring 2014: Decided to do this SLO as a take home project after presentation of textbook reading exercise.  However, in class work continued to produce less than adequate results.  On the other hand, the students who used the intervention, definitely did better than their predecessors on the in class tests.  Need to upgrade the concept of sustainable balances in atmospherics and oceans as latent batteries of solar energy.  Fall 2015:  Brought in small rechargeable battery and solar cell to demonstrate how oceans gain and store latent energy.  Students made connection to use of phone and laptop chargers are further examples of this concept.
SLO #6
As part of this component the student will be able define and describe each element of the following geographical relationships: Oceans and weather, Water as a resource, and Global climates. Chapter 4 to nine in the text.  Review exercises at the back of each chapter in text.  Coastal landform field work.
weeks seven and eight fall 2012
written exercises. completed field work
Fall 2012: Most students did written work required by the questions at the back of each chapter.  However, most questions were answered with one liners that were often copied directly from the textbook.  Need to do critical thinking unit on how to answer questions properly.  Discuss the concept of connectivity cyclic realities in the context of change and chaos.  Spring 2013:  Students are not reading the text.  Need to find a less costly alternative to current text.  Will also try on-line articles and Youtube videos to supplement outside of class work.Fall 2014: on-line assignments working, but still need to do in class lessons to break down materials. Spring 2015:  Using less costly text.  Also found a text published by National Geographic Society that could be rented or used on-line for a fee.  This seem to boost responses to outside class studying.   Spring 2016: Found an even less expensive class textbook from Oxford Press. While use of internet source have been useful, Written information still seems to create lasting memory for learned materials.
SLO #7
As part of this component, the student will be able to define and describe each element of the following geographical relationships:  Tectonic Forces, Wind Water and rock, weathering and mass movement, river systems and coastal conditions, glaciation.Tectonic field work project, Erosion field work project, chapters ten through seventeen in textbook.  Review exercises at the back of each chapter in the text. 
weeks nine through sixteen fall 2012
written exercises, river quiz, second mid-term, geomorphology quiz, completed field work.
Spring 2012:  Student unable to apply critical thinking skills to geographical relationships employed in this SLO.  Develop critical thinking lessons for Climate change and tectonic change.Fall 2012:  Students stuck in cause and effect thought mode.  Need to create lessons to expand geographic thought to multi-variable conflict and balance theory.  Spring 2013:  It appears that the lessons for expanding critical thinking in physical geography will have to a corner stone of in-class exercises.  Use field work to support this activity.Fall 2014: Student see critical thinking exercises as "Doom and Gloom" Need to work on the importance of "Change" and "Adaptation" as a constant.  Add lesson content leading to concept of "Sustainability".Fall 2015: added in class and homework assignments using free available on line resources. 
SLO #8
as part of this component, the student will be able to define and describe each element of the following geographical relationships: The geography of soils, The elements and essentials of an ecosystem, terrestrial biomes. In addition, the student will complete the biosphere field project.  Chapter nine in the text book. Review questions at the back if the chapter. exercises on the impact of climate change. 
weeks fifteen through seventeen fall 2012.
written exercises completed field work class final.
Fall 2015: Used campus walking exercise to point out different soil horizons in the local environment.  Construction projects and new road cuts on campus actually facilitated this effort. 
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